Statement on Slavery and Human Trafficking

This Statement was issued on 17 June 2021 on behalf of White & Case LLP, a New York state registered limited liability partnership, White & Case LLP and White & Case (Europe) LLP, limited liability partnerships incorporated under English law and White & Case EMEA Services Limited, a private limited company incorporated under English law. This Statement constitutes the slavery and human trafficking statement for the financial year ended 31 December 2020 (the “Statement”) for those White & Case entities, and it was reviewed and approved by White & Case’s Executive Committee on 17 June 2021 in accordance with the provisions of Section 54(1) of the UK Modern Slavery Act 2015.

1. Introduction

Integrity and service are core values of our Firm. We are proud to be a signatory to the United Nations Global Compact (“UNGC”). Our affirmation of the ten principles of the UNGC is appended here.

We are committed to responsible business practices protecting human rights. We have adopted a zero tolerance approach to all forms of slavery and human trafficking (“modern slavery”) in our organisation and supply chain, and we are focused on identifying, reporting and addressing any human rights risks or abuses in our operations or our supply chain.

2. Our business and supply chains

White & Case is a global law firm comprising the four entities referred to above and their related partnerships and associations (the “Firm”). Our business activities centre around the provision of legal services to clients globally. Please click here for a list of our offices and the jurisdictions in which we operate.

Our key suppliers are businesses that provide the goods and services we need (i) to operate our offices; and (ii) to support the provision of legal services to our clients.

Our Responsible Business Working Group (with input from the Global Citizenship, People and Procurement departments and the Firm’s General Counsel Office) is tasked with ensuring the risk of modern slavery is minimised in our business and supply chains.

3. Policies

Our annual report for the UNGC demonstrates our commitment to protecting internationally recognised human rights and labour laws. Please click here for our 2021 Communication on Progress for the UNGC.

We have internal policies and procedures that demonstrate our commitment to eradicating the risk of modern slavery in our business and supply chain. These include Procurement, Health and Safety and Equal Opportunity policies. Our Whistleblowing policy encourages personnel to report suspected wrongdoing as soon as possible, in the knowledge that their concerns will be taken seriously, investigated promptly and that their confidentiality will be respected,
consistent with adequate investigation and remediation. These policies are made available to all our employees through our intranet. Furthermore, we support the health and financial needs of our employees at different stages of their lives by providing a flexible benefits programme.

Key progress

In 2020, we finalised our supplier code of conduct and began sharing it with significant suppliers. We began onboarding a new supplier risk platform which assesses the risks of proposed and existing suppliers and gives an overview of the companies we work with. This new tool allows us to assess new suppliers more thoroughly.

4. Risk assessment and due diligence

Our business

As a professional services firm regulated in the various jurisdictions in which we operate, we have assessed the risk of modern slavery to be low in our operations. We support public accountability and transparency and are committed to reporting and regularly reviewing our assessment to ensure that we are continually improving our practices.

We confirm that we have in place systems to ensure full compliance with relevant labour laws relating to employee terms and conditions, including pay.

Our supply chain

We expect our suppliers to share our values, but we recognise that there is a risk of modern slavery in our supply chain, particularly in the higher risk jurisdictions in which we operate. Therefore, we continue to enhance our robust supply chain compliance programme, which focuses in particular on suppliers in those higher risk jurisdictions. Our supply chain compliance programme:

- imposes contractual obligations on key suppliers, with obligations related to compliance with relevant laws (including those related to modern slavery) and requirements to impose similar standards on their suppliers;
- requires new key suppliers to provide us with pertinent information to help us determine the risks to us in entering into a business relationship with them;
- requires our key suppliers to provide information on what policies they have in place to address modern slavery risks in their business and supply chains;
- provides for monitoring of the jurisdictions in which our key suppliers operate to identify any risks and conducting market reviews of key services by a formal tender process, with an emphasis on the values that matter to us; and
- provides a contractual right to audit the performance and working practices of our key suppliers.

Key progress
The Firm’s Business & Human Rights Interest Group continues to support our lawyers in providing assistance to our commercial clients on the legal and reputational risks and opportunities they face in addressing human rights issues in their operations and supply chains.

In 2020, our Responsible Business Working Group undertook a risk assessment of our internal operations. We identified high risk areas, like real estate, as well as our top suppliers and conducted a review of the contracts we have in place. Where we did not have appropriate contract language in place, we have drafted contract amendments that will be provided to these suppliers.

5. **Training**

The Firm provides regular training on the “Fundamentals of Business & Human Rights” for our lawyers in each region.

Our Business & Human Rights Interest Group has supported the roll-out of practice area training on business and human rights for each of the Firm’s major practice areas, tailored for each region. For information about the group, please visit [www.whitecase.com/law/practices/business-human-rights](http://www.whitecase.com/law/practices/business-human-rights).

In 2020, we rolled out additional training: Responsible Business – Anti-Bribery, Corruption and Modern Slavery Commitments Training, to select Firm partners and Business Service managers involved in managing our supplier relationships at the Firm.

6. **Next steps**

Our priorities for 2021 and beyond are as follows:

- Finalise the implementation and roll out of our supplier risk platform. We will complete a risk assessment of all of our current top 400 suppliers and implement an approach to ensure that all new suppliers are entered into the platform.
- Continue with additional training for Firm partners and employees who are involved in managing our supplier relationships across our Firm, to enable them to recognise risk factors more easily.
- Finalise and publish our business code of conduct.
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